
Tractor drawn disk plow



Offset disc harrow with plane disks  and notched disks



Fig. 3 Disk and tilt angles for a plow disk.



Fig. 4 Example of resultant soil forces acting upon a 61-cm vertical

disk blade under field conditions in a silt loam soil, the total effect

being represented by two nonintersecting forces: (a) a thrust force T,

plus a radial force U, and (b) a horizontal force Rh, plus a vertical

force V.









Fig. 3. Effect of disc angle and tilt angle on draft, vertical upward force and side force.



Fig. 4. Gang arrangement for disc harrows.



Fig. 5. Effect of disc angle on draft, vertical upward force and side force.



Table 1. Ratios of L/V and S/V are given for 46 cm and 56 cm diameter discs 

Disc angle, degree 46 cm disc 56 cm disc 

 L/V ratio S/V ratio L/V ratio S/V ratio 

15 0.5-0.75 0.6-0.9 0.7-0.85 0.15-0.8 

19 0.7-1.0 1.0-1.3 0.95-1.1 0.4-1.1 

23 0.9-1.2 1.25-1.55 1.3-1.5 1.2-1.4 

 



Fig. 8 Horizontal force relations for a pull-type, right-hand offset

disk   harrow   without   wheels.



Fig. 9 Vertical force relations for a pull type offset or tandem disk harrow



Fig. 10. Horizontal forces acting on pull-type disc plow



Three sectional zig-zag harrow



Rigid tynes : a) bent oval tynes b) and c) tynes of heavy duty harrow 
d) and e) medium harrow tynes f) Ligt harrow tyne g) shovel tyne
h)Knife of Laacki’s harrow. 



Setting of harrow tynes

Operating zone of harrow tynes



Spacing of harrow tynes



Spacing of teeth in a harrow a) zigzag b) S shaped; K = 3, M = 5



Spacing of teeth in an oblique harrow: K = 5 M = 7



Harrow spring teeth a) tooth of land harrow b) tooth of 
grassland harrow c) weeder tooth



Weight of the wheel hand hoe should be in the range of 12 to 14 kg.











1. Each gang of an offset disk harrow without wheels has 13, 61 cm blades spaced
24 cm apart. The total mass is 1400 kg. In operation Vf = 8.7 kN and Vr = 5.3 kN.
The disk angles are 16° for the front gang and 22° for the rear gang. If L/V is 0.9
for the front gang and 1.2 for the rear gang and the respective S/V ratio is 0.7
and 1.1. Calculate draft and side draft.

2. A right hand offset disc harrow is operating with disk angles 15° and 21°,
respectively for the front and rear gangs. The centers of the two gangs are 2.45
m and 4.5 m behind a transverse line through the hitch point on the tractor
drawbar. The horizontal soil force components are Lf = 3.1 kN, Sf = 2.65 kN, Lr =
3.35 kN, Sr = 3.8 kN, Calculat, the horizontal angle of pull from the line of travel,
the horizontl pull and amount of offset of the centre of cut with respect to the
hitch point


